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Abstract: Demographic growth in urban areas means that modern cities face challenges in ensuring
a steady supply of water and electricity, smart transport, livable space, better health services,
and citizens’ safety. Advances in sensing, communication, and digital technologies promise to
mitigate these challenges. Hence, many smart cities have taken a new step in moving away from
internal information technology (IT) infrastructure to utility-supplied IT delivered over The Internet.
The benefit of this move is to manage The vast amounts of data generated by The various city systems,
including water and electricity systems, The waste management system, transportation system,
public space management systems, health and education systems, and many more. Furthermore,
many smart city applications are time-sensitive and need to quickly analyze data to react promptly to
The various events occurring in a city. The new and emerging paradigms of edge and fog computing
promise to address big data storage and analysis in The field of smart cities. Here, we review existing
service delivery models in smart cities and present our perspective on adopting these two emerging
paradigms. We specifically describe The design of a fog-based data pipeline to address The issues of
latency and network bandwidth required by time-sensitive smart city applications.
Keywords: fog computing; cloud computing; smart cities; smart grids; smart transportation; smart
healthcare; big data; data storage; data analytics; data pipeline; data processing

1. Introduction
Many smart city facilities use advanced Internet of Things (IoT) solutions to implement smart
services and applications that use real-time data from various devices such as sensors and meters.
Examples of exciting applications include smart transportation services, smart parking solutions, smart
waste management solutions, smart grid applications, and smart healthcare solutions. IoT initiatives
include ways to reduce waiting time in public transportation facilities/stops and in emergency rooms,
track various city assets, and track people who use public transportation to attend different city events.
These initiatives also include ways to provide proactive alerts about devices that may fail and prevent
threats and unauthorized entry and exit from city facilities using surveillance cameras and electronic
identification-enabled security doors. These advances are undoubtedly impressive, but managing
The massive amounts of data they generate in near real-time is a challenge. The potential benefits of
IoT solutions in smart cities face challenges in storing, distributing, and processing these immense IoT
data. Many smart city applications use The cloud to store and process data to take advantage of its
elastic computing power and unlimited storage capacities [1–3]. However, many other applications
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are very time sensitive and cannot support data stream transmission to cloud servers for processing
due to excessively high latencies and high network bandwidth usage requirements.
In transportation applications, large amounts of data are generated by vehicles on The road as
well as by roadside units and many other devices. In The healthcare sector, devices worn by patients,
medical equipment and The various sensors deployed in healthcare facilities generate enormous
amounts of data. The rapid processing of data in these applications would help improve The transport
system, improve patient care by optimizing care processes, and reduce The overall cost per patient.
Many smart city applications are already using The power of cloud computing for their data processing
needs. Time-sensitive or data-intensive applications would have a problem using cloud computing
as The backend servers could be far away from edge devices. The data themselves could clutter
The network. For example, applications such as electrocardiogram (ECG) signal processing could
have real-time requirements, while computer-aided tomography processing could have a big data
transportation problem. Healthcare facilities and providers need to stream and process data at The edge
in real time. Instead of conveying data to cloud servers for processing and storage, sensors and edge
devices should transmit their data to edge gateways or servers to be aggregated, processed, or analyzed.
This operation would allow a reduction in The volume of data to send and store in cloud servers,
minimizing costs, reducing latency, and controlling The network bandwidth usage [4].
We review relevant research efforts on adopting these two emerging distributed computing
technologies in smart cities in this work. More specifically, we review fog node deployment models
that The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) prescribes and then discuss some
fog-based service delivery models for smart cities. Afterwards, we describe some use cases of fog
computing in smart cities, mainly intelligent transportation, smart healthcare, and smart grids. Then,
we present a conceptual design of a fog computing-based data pipeline for smart cities and discuss
The challenges of fog computing-based solutions in smart cities.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes The emerging paradigms of edge and
fog computing and The benefits they offer to users. Section 3 outlines The fog-based service delivery
models, which NIST prescribes. Section 4 presents our view regarding how data as a service (DaaS)
could be an additional edge and fog service delivery model. Section 5 describes The possible
deployment models of fog nodes in a smart city, The potential techniques to transfer large volumes of
data from The IoT infrastructure to fog nodes and cloud servers, and The various data management
operations in The edge–cloud continuum. Transportation, healthcare, and smart grids are three
application domains of smart cities that have witnessed growing interest over The past few years in
adopting fog computing to cope with many of their challenges. Section 6 reviews several research
efforts and implementations, which assess The benefits of using fog computing-based solutions in
these application domains. Section 7 describes our proposed conceptual framework in which several
recent technologies for data management and processing could be used to build a fog-based big data
pipeline for smart cities. Section 8 discusses The challenges that smart cities must overcome to take
advantage of edge and fog computing. Finally, Section 9 concludes The paper and highlights The main
open research issues that need to be addressed.
2. Background
2.1. Edge and Fog Computing
Gartner defined Edge computing in their glossary as follows: “Edge computing is part of a
distributed computing topology where information processing is located close to The edge, where
things and people produce or consume that information” [5]. Instead of relying on a data center
that can be thousands of miles away for storage and processing, edge computing brings data storage
and processing closer to The devices that generate and collect The data. Proximity is essential for
applications that require real-time data for their operations and very low latency. Additionally, by
processing data locally, organizations can save money by reducing The data volume to be transferred
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and processed in cloud servers [6]. Companies that have adopted cloud-based solutions to implement
many business processes may have realized that The required bandwidth results in higher costs than
expected. A typical example is a video camera connected to The Internet that sends live photographs
from a public square in The city or an app that monitors health equipment in a health facility using
several sensors and IoT devices. A single video camera can very quickly transmit The generated data
over a network. However, when many video cameras simultaneously transmit live recordings, many
problems can arise. Not only does latency affect quality, but bandwidth costs can be huge.
Edge computing is proliferating due to The rapid and growing deployment of IoT devices, which
generate vast amounts of data during their operations. These devices connect to The Internet directly
or through gateways to transmit data to The cloud or receive instructions from The cloud server.
According to IDC’s forecast for 2019, “at least 40% of The data generated by IoT devices would be
stored, processed, and analyzed at The edge of The network.” [7]. The inefficiency of cloud-based data
processing solutions for latency-sensitive edge applications has led to The design of some solutions
deployed at The network’s edge. These solutions include micro data centers, cloudlets and fog
computing-based solutions [6,8].
Cisco Systems defined Fog computing as follows: “Fog Computing is a highly virtualized platform
that provides compute, storage, and networking services between end devices and traditional Cloud
Computing Data Centers, typically, but not exclusively located at The edge of The network.” [9].
The primary benefit of both edge computing and fog computing paradigms is The ability to store and
process data faster, making real-time applications critical to business operations more efficient. Before
The advent of edge and fog computing, an application using a surveillance camera had to invoke a
cloud-based service to perform facial recognition, which results in high latency. With an edge or fog
computing-based solution, an edge server or gateway would run The service locally. Applications
such as self-driving cars, virtual and augmented reality, and intelligent transportation systems require
rapid processing and response. Figure 1 illustrates The position of fog computing in a fog–cloud smart
city environment and examples of application areas that would benefit from it.
Cloud provider B

Cloud provider A

Cloud layer

Fog layer

Fog cluster

Fog cluster

Fog cluster

IoT infrastructure &
Edge layer

Smart hospital

Smart grid

Smart transportation

Figure 1. Smart city fog and cloud infrastructure.
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The earlier literature on fog computing and edge computing described The two paradigms
interchangeably. For both technologies, IoT data processing is done close to The data sources before
being transferred to a cloud server. With edge computing, data are typically processed in edge devices
and then forwarded to fog nodes or cloud servers using edge gateways, which have more powerful
communication capabilities than edge devices. With fog computing, The data are analyzed and
processed in a fog node at The local network’s edge.
The OpenFog Consortium (openfogconsortium.org), which is now part of The Industrial Internet
Consortium (IIC), reveals that edge computing is often mistakenly called fog computing. Its reference
architecture for fog computing, released in February 2017, affirms that: (i) fog nodes are organized
hierarchically, with a three-tier architecture, although n-tiers can be used for specific scenarios, and (ii)
fog computing provides computation, networking, storage, and control anywhere from cloud to IoT
and sensing devices, while edge computing provides limited computing resources at The edge [10]. Its
first tier, near The edge of The network, typically involves getting data from edge devices, normalizing
data, and controlling sensors and actuators. The second tier involves The filtering, compression,
and transformation of data. The third level is where The aggregation of data and The transformation
of those data into knowledge occur.
Fog nodes represent The backbone of The fog computing infrastructure. They can be physical
devices such as gateways, switches, routers, servers, or software components like virtual machines
and cloudlets connected with edge devices and access networks to provide them with data storage
and computing resources. For example, Cisco network devices such as routers, switches, and Unified
Computing System (UCS) servers could serve as fog nodes. These servers include computing hardware,
virtualization support, switching fabric, and management software. Organizations can develop and
enhance their IoT applications in The cloud to finally deploy them in fog nodes or cloud servers [11].
The fog computing layer lies between The edge layer, where The end devices reside, and The cloud
computing layer, where unlimited computing power and storage are available. Fog nodes can operate
in a stand-alone mode or can be configured to work in a cluster to provide The service to their users
[12]. “Fog nodes... can be deployed anywhere with a network connection: on a factory floor, on top of
a power pole, alongside a railway track, in a vehicle or on an oil rig”, according to Cisco. A fog node
implementation is described in [13] and a fog architectural design and implementation are discussed
in [14]. Eva Marín Tordera et al. [15] focused on identifying The basic functionality of a fog node
and The associated opportunities and challenges. They summarized and compared The concepts and
The lessons learned from The implementation of advanced fog computing technologies. Moreover,
they showed how a unified definition of fog nodes could emerge from a conceptual framework.
Additionally, they discussed some of The open issues and challenges that arise when fog nodes expose
abstract and virtualized views of their physical resources to The upper layers in a fog–cloud scenario.
There is almost unanimity in The literature that fog computing is not meant to replace cloud
computing, but rather it is an extension. Many cloud computing technologies, such as virtualization,
also apply to fog computing [16]. Furthermore, data processing can be done on a single fog node or
multiple nodes working together. When more processing power is needed, additional fog nodes might
be deployed, improving The scalability and providing The elasticity required by multiple enterprise
applications.
2.2. Characteristics of Fog Computing
The research efforts described in Section 6 as well as other works in other fields demonstrate
that reduced latency, reduced traffic and bandwidth optimization, and enhanced privacy and security
represent The essential advantages that edge and fog computing have over cloud computing.
Reduced latency: With cloud-based IoT solutions, whenever an application initiates an action, for
example, to query The status of a medical device over a period of time, The system must understand
The command, send a request to a cloud server for processing, then wait for The response before
presenting it graphically. With solutions based on edge computing, IoT data streams are partially
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stored and processed locally, allowing businesses to get faster responses and reduce network traffic.
Reduced latency is essential for many verticals, such as supply chain management and logistics, smart
transportation, and digital healthcare.
Reduced traffic and bandwidth optimization: According to several forecasts, The number of IoT
devices will exceed 30 billion over The next few years. These devices would generate nearly 2.5 billion
bytes of data per day. To reduce The volume of data crossing The network and optimize bandwidth
usage, organizations need to analyze IoT data at The edge, while state data can be aggregated, compiled,
and sent daily to a central cloud repository. Data analysis at The edge can be supported by machine
learning and artificial intelligence algorithms. Many modern devices, such as consumer electronics,
delivery drones with computer vision capabilities, and autonomous industrial robots, already support
artificial intelligence algorithms.
Enhanced privacy and security: Edge and fog computing allow for The analysis of sensitive
data at an on-premises gateway or fog node instead of a data center outside of The organization’s
control, which dramatically improves data privacy. Vulnerabilities in The Internet of Things come from
The limited computing power of IoT devices, as well as hardware design flaws and firmware update
constraints. These inconsistencies can provide hackers with an easy entry point into a network. Data
transfer between devices in an IoT solution and The cloud infrastructure can also pose security issues.
Therefore, The security of IoT solutions should be enhanced at The network level. The network edge
might be The place to insert security patches between vulnerable devices and The other components
of The network.
For many organizations, data overload and The high cost of cloud analytics is The biggest barrier
to capturing and analyzing sensor data. The above benefits of edge and fog computing can lead many
companies to change their minds by adopting smart IoT solutions in which edge and fog computing
could help combat The data deluge by making it easier to collect, aggregate, and process their IoT data.
A balance between processing and storing data at The edge/fog level and its processing and storage at
The cloud level is necessary because The cloud will always have more storage and processing power
than edge devices. Fog computing is a substitute for pure edge computing in cases where edge devices
cannot perform data analysis due to their limited resources.
2.3. What Value Does 5G Bring to Fog Computing?
Fifth-generation technology promises to elevate The cellular network and not only to interconnect
people, but also to interconnect and control machines, things, and devices. The main characteristics of
5G networks are high speed data transfer, zero latency, and ubiquitous connectivity, which should
support a wide range of high-performance applications and services [17]. Fifth-generation technology
will provide new levels of performance and efficiency that will allow new user experiences and new
industries to connect. Moreover, 5G will offer multi-Gbps data rates, ultra-low latency, huge capacity,
and a more consistent user experience. For instance, Yu et al. [18] used fog computing to support
The 5G-enabled Internet of Vehicles (IoV) and thus provide accurate location service and address
The problems associated with The failure of The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). They
proposed a topology that relies on The GNSS-free emergency location service in The 5G-enabled
IoV, which contains fog clusters and fog nodes to collect traffic data and process requests rapidly.
The combination of fog computing and 5G-enabled IoV helped to achieve high precision in estimating
The vehicles’ location. The significant value that 5G brings to fog computing is The large number
of simultaneous devices supported by 5G cells compared to 4G. The utilization of 5G in smart city
scenarios means that individual components of The smart city can be connected autonomously, sharing
data, aggregating it, and exploiting it in real time.
3. Service Delivery Models in Fog Computing
Fog computing in smart cities involves a wide variety of resources ranging from computation,
data storage, networks, data acquisition to data analysis. NIST has defined three types of service
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models that fog computing solutions could implement. These models are like The delivery models
prescribed for cloud computing-based solutions [12,19].
3.1. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
In The infrastructure as a service (IaaS) delivery model, computing infrastructure is delivered
on an outsourced basis to a fog service consumer to support its operations by leveraging
The infrastructure of The fog nodes, forming a federated cluster. Typically, a fog computing
provider hosts The infrastructure components, including servers, storage, networking hardware,
and The virtualization or hypervisor layer. Like The cloud IaaS services, The fog IaaS services relieve
The user from managing and controlling The fog nodes’ resources, but they do allow The user to
control The operating systems, The amount of storage to use and The applications to deploy. As
IaaS applications often require different resources, customization and flexibility are essential for IaaS
users. The maturity of virtualization technologies makes it possible for applications to run in virtual
machines (VMs) isolated from The underlying infrastructure. VMs provide The flexibility to meet
personalized user needs.
3.2. Platform as a Service (PaaS)
The platform as a service (PaaS) delivery model in fog computing is similar to The PaaS delivery
model in cloud computing. It makes it easy to deploy customer created or acquired applications to
federated fog nodes that form a cluster without incurring The cost and complexity of purchasing and
managing The underlying fog infrastructure, which includes network, servers, operating systems,
and storage hardware. The PasS service provider provides all The facilities, such as programming
languages, libraries, and tools, necessary to support The full lifecycle of building and delivering
applications and services. The PaaS customer has control over The deployed applications and
configuration settings of The hosting environment. The PaaS solution of Hivecell [20] is an example of
PaaS for edge and fog computing, allowing users to install rich distributed frameworks on a cluster
of Hivecell devices very quickly with The click of a button. Hivecell’s solution provides support
for machine learning at The edge. It supports several distributed frameworks and machine learning
solutions such as Kafka [21,22], Kubernetes [23], and Tensorflow [24]. Each Hivecell device has a
256-core Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) Graphical Processing Unit (GPU), which
provides The necessary resources for training and testing models where needed.
3.3. Software as a Service (SaaS)
This type of service is similar to software as a service (SaaS) in cloud computing and means that
The consumer of The service accesses The applications offered by The fog node through a thin client
or simple interface. The fog provider applications run on a group of federated nodes managed by
The fog provider. The consumer of SaaS fog services is exempt from The management and control of
The underlying fog infrastructure, including The network, servers, operating systems, storage, or even
individual application functionality, except configuring user-specific application settings.
Smart cities use various software tools in their operations and for data analysis. The SaaS delivery
model is becoming attractive for smart cities as it provides them with online software services and
various software tools deployed at The fog level and facilitates remote access to them over a network
or The Internet. It does not require installing fog-based services locally and makes it easier to access
The latest version of The services.
4. Fog Data as a Service Delivery Model
Because of The importance of data analysis in fog computing, we believe that data as a service
(DaaS) needs to be considered as The fourth delivery model in fog-based environments. With
The advent of The service-oriented architecture (SOA) and The proliferation of cloud-based data
management and access solutions, data as a service (DaaS) has emerged as a data delivery model that
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continues to grow in popularity. DaaS relies on The same concepts as The other cloud delivery models
(IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS). With The DaaS model, data are delivered to consumers on-demand regardless
of their location [19,25]. DaaS considers that The platform where The data resides is not essential to
The consumer. The consumer application could access The data where they live. Figure 2 shows a
DaaS-based system’s components, including service-oriented architecture as The underlying platform,
data ingestion and processing, microservices, applications, and visualization dashboards. The usage
of this delivery model in fog computing is growing. For example, Plebani et al. [26] proposed a
DaaS-based solution to support data delivery in a fog computing environment. The solution permits
efficient data transfer between data stores owned by data providers and data consumers.

Applications
Visualization

Data as
a Service

Microservices

Service
oriented
architecture
Ingestion &
Processing

Figure 2. Data as a service.

DaaS provides The following benefits:
•

•

•
•

Agility: Since DaaS relies on a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), access to critical data through
a cloud or fog service powered by DaaS provides great flexibility. Access to data is fast, because
The architecture in which they exist is quite simplistic. Moreover, when The data structure needs
to be changed or geographic needs arise, changes to The data are easy to implement.
High-quality data: Implementing a rigorous process of data management and processing
(acquisition, cleansing, aggregation, and enrichment) by The DaaS provider guarantees consumer
access to high-quality data.
Easy access: The DaaS model permits easy access to data using various devices like desktops,
laptops, tablets, and smartphones anywhere and anytime.
DaaS provider lock-in avoidance: The DaaS model allows data to be transferred quickly from one
platform to another.

In smart cities, data are fundamentally important for downstream analysis and decision-making.
With The phenomenal growth of smart city data, providing access to data as a service (DaaS) over
The Internet or through a network is of utmost importance. The DaaS service enables The consumer to
have dynamic access to data on demand and provides up-to-date data that could be used by a wide
range of smart city applications. Similar to other cloud and fog delivery models, DaaS adoption raises
several concerns with regard to privacy, security, data governance, and ownership issues.
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5. Toward Fog-Based Smart City Data Management and Analytics
Although relatively new, fog computing holds great promise for effectively solving data analysis
and management problems in smart cities, using one of The following fog node deployment models,
as prescribed by NIST [12].
•

•

•

•

Private fog cluster (or node): A private fog cluster is typically designed to be used exclusively by
a single organization with multiple consumers. The organization could own The cluster, operate
it, and manage it or delegate its management fully (or partially) to a commercial third party.
Community fog cluster (or node): A community fog cluster is generally designed for exclusive
use and exploitation by a specific community of consumers belonging to many organizations that
share common concerns. One or more community organizations can own, operate, and manage it
or delegate its management to a third party.
Public fog cluster (or node): A public fog cluster is designed to be open to The general public. A
business, government agency, university, or a combination of these three entities can own, operate,
and manage The cluster.
Hybrid fog cluster (or node): A hybrid fog cluster consists of at least two different fog nodes
(private, community, or public), which operate independently. The portability of data and
applications between nodes (e.g., fog bursting for load balancing between fog nodes) is ensured
using proprietary or standardized technology.

5.1. Deploying Data and Software in Fog Nodes and Cloud Servers
The traditional method for smart city applications is often to install software tools locally and
perform in-house analysis. However, with recent advances in cloud and fog computing, The growing
trend is to store data and deploy software in fog/cloud to make them available as a service (i.e., DaaS
for data and SaaS for software). Depending on The kind of data analysis required by The application,
data can be deployed in The fog or The cloud. Time-sensitive analysis, which requires low latency,
would use data stored in The fog. However, non-time-sensitive analysis would use data deployed in
The cloud to gain in-depth insights.
Currently, most smart cities store only a small amount of their data in The cloud. The bulk of
their data is still in traditional databases. As an increasing number of projects, such as healthcare and
transport, deploy IoT solutions to enhance their services, they generate massive data volumes. Data
storage, sharing, and analysis would be required at The fog/cloud level. Transferring massive amounts
of data from smart cities to cloud servers is a significant bottleneck. At present, it is not uncommon to
physically ship large-capacity hard drives, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) Snowball devices,
to The cloud data center. It is recognized that when data to be moved to The cloud are on a terabyte
scale and beyond, it is better to ship them to The cloud provider rather than uploading them. Direct
uploading of large volumes of data to The cloud may require an unacceptable amount of time, even on
a hundred Mbps Internet connections and faster. The technique to choose would depend on many
factors, including The size of The data to be transferred, The speed of Internet connection supported
between The source and destination servers, The sustained speeds of copy-in/copy-out supported by
The storage device and The source and destination drives, The monetary cost of data transfer and, to a
lesser extent, The cost of shipping and transit time. Currently, a promising technique for transferring
large volumes of data to fog/cloud servers is using innovative new transfer technologies such as
IBM Aspera’s high-speed file transfer technology (Aspera FASP). This technology significantly speeds
up file transfers and outperforms traditional file transfer technologies such as File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Several large companies rely on this technology for
The high-speed transfer of large volumes of data. For example, BT Sport uses Aspera technology to
power its intense file-based production workflows. Furthermore, other technologies, such as data
compression, are available to facilitate The transfer of large amounts of data [27,28].
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Answering The smart city’s most important and most complex questions often involves The use
of multiple tools. Most of The software tools used by different city departments are designed for
workstations (rather than The cloud) and therefore are not delivered as cloud-based web services,
making it impossible to run complex analysis tasks. As a result, many smart cities’ continued efforts
have only used a small portion of The available cloud-based tools. To store, share and analyze big data
with lower cost and increased efficiency in smart cities, it is essential to make a large volume of smart
city data available to The public, as well as a wide variety of software applications in The fog/cloud,
provided as services via The internet.
5.2. Fog-Based Data Management and Analytics
As smart cities embark on new IoT initiatives and strive to extract more information from
continuously generated data in large quantities to improve or deliver new smart services and respond
to emergencies, new approaches and data management techniques are needed. Traditional databases
and business intelligence architectures will always be crucial for smart cities, but IoT solutions require
specific capabilities to manage various data continuously from various sources in different formats.
Data management in The IoT era is becoming a broad discipline, which entails techniques,
tools and platforms for storage, preprocessing, batch and stream processing. It encompasses other
data-related disciplines, including data integration (propagation, consolidation, and federation),
data quality management, data provisioning, and data governance. Therefore, managing IoT data
in organizations, such as smart cities, is a complex process, especially when business intelligence
and decision making must use large amounts of data from multiple heterogeneous sources. These
organizations deploy algorithms to filter data from multiple sources, providing different data quality
levels before they reach a centralized data store. Additionally, they use automated data aggregation
and classification tools at The edge and in The fog to accelerate The generation of insights from data
streams and protect data stores against massive data volumes and high data velocity. Figure 3 depicts
The aforementioned data management functions in The continuum from IoT devices to The fog/cloud.
These data management operations are detailed in Section 7, which describes a conceptual framework
and The necessary tools for building a fog-based data pipeline.

Figure 3. Data management operations at The edge–cloud continuum.
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Several recent research efforts studied The issue of big data management and analytics in smart
cities [1,29–31]. Our focus in this work is on The efforts that use fog-based solutions in The continuum
from edge to cloud. Here, we review some of these works and The next section describes some works
in three application domains: transportation, healthcare, and smart grids. Tang et al. [32] proposed
a hierarchical fog-based architecture for data management in smart cities. They described The data
management tasks performed by edge devices (edge gateways) and fog nodes. Each edge device
must identify potential threat patterns from sensor data streams and send control signals to sensors
when a threat is detected. The authors state that various supervised machine learning algorithms
could be used to identify threat patterns and that unsupervised machine learning algorithms could
be used to detect data anomalies. Additionally, edge devices could perform feature extraction and
report The results to fog nodes for further analysis. Fog nodes typically receive data from multiple
edge devices and combine their features into a single vector. In their pipeline monitoring use case,
they apply The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to model each event’s spatiotemporal association in a
probabilistic manner. For smart homes management, Yassine et al. [33] proposed a fog/cloud-based
platform to implement IoT big data analytics. One of The main components of their platform is an
“IoT Management Broker” which is in charge of handling various requests from multiple smart homes.
Data management operations in fog nodes include: data preprocessing, pattern mining, classification,
prediction, and visualization. The authors in [34] discussed how some data management issues in
The medical field are addressed using fog computing. Data fusion from large heterogeneous datasets
includes data combination, data integration, and data aggregation. They also discussed The issue of
data migration from legacy systems into new databases.
Car parking occupancy in cities is one The concerns that all cities strive to solve. The authors
in [35] proposed an IoT-based solution to monitor car park occupancy in a city by carrying out data
analytics at The fog level. Edge gateways perform data aggregation and preprocessing. The proposed
solution uses Hadoop and MapReduce [36,37] for data processing and runs on a cluster of commodity
computers at each fog node. This work is limited to batch processing as data are stored in log files.
The authors in [38] proposed a big data architecture that distributes data processing at The three
layers—edge, fog, and cloud—while taking advantage of each layer’s capabilities. The edge layer is
responsible for managing devices and actuators; The fog layer ensures data ingestion and performs
data aggregation; The cloud is responsible for carrying out massive analytics that require more
computational resources. The architecture’s components are comparable to The ones we suggested in
Section 7 that describes our proposed fog-based data management pipeline. These components include
tools for data ingestion, data stream processing and analytics, and data visualization. The next section
describes three use cases of fog computing-based solutions proposed to cope with many smart cities’
challenging issues—in particular data management. The use cases are on (1) smart transportation and
vehicular fog computing, (2) smart healthcare, and (3) smart grids.
6. Fog Computing and Data Management Use Cases in Smart Cities
6.1. Intelligent Transportation Systems and Vehicular Fog Computing
Transport systems in cities worldwide are adopting digital technologies to deal with
The challenges of this vital domain in any city. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are part
of this development and are also part of a broader vehicle automation process. These systems use
emerging technologies that allow road vehicles to communicate with other vehicles (V2V) or road
users and roadside infrastructure. ITS systems can improve traffic efficiency and road safety in cities
and reduce energy consumption and transport emissions. These goals cannot be achieved without
improving The quality and reliability of information and ensuring data protection and cybersecurity.
Figure 4 illustrates a fog-based intelligent transportation system (ITS). Fog computing provides several
benefits to all users of The intelligent transportation system. The vehicles are informed of traffic status
and congested roads and are redirected to other routes. They are informed of road accidents and
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emergency evacuation routes, as well as services such as finding appropriate parking spaces. Traffic
lights and traffic signs can be adjusted according to traffic conditions. They can recognize emergency
vehicles such as ambulances and police cars and assign them a specific lane. Pedestrians are informed
of The best routes to their destinations based on The traffic conditions on The roads and The condition
of The sidewalks they have to cross. The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) refers to a network of these various
entities, which include vehicles, roadside units, pedestrians, traffic lights, and parking lots. This
network provides real-time communication between these entities. To solve The parking problem,
Tang et al. [39] proposed a parking service that relies on fog computing to provide drivers looking
for parking spaces with real-time information on vacant parking spaces. The service aims to improve
The forecast of available parking spaces. Data on The number of vehicles looking for a parking space
and The number of currently vacant parking slots are collected by The fog nodes, making predictions
and broadcasting The information to The vehicles. Fog computing can also improve transit services by
providing up-to-date information on The arrival and departure of public transit services such as buses
and trams [40].

Fog node

Fog node
Fog node

Fog node

Fog node

Figure 4. Fog computing in Intelligent Transportation System.

In The context of IoV, Chun et al. [41] proposed an architecture that relies on fog computing to
share semantic IoV knowledge among fog nodes, using a publish/subscribe model and their proposed
ontology, consistently and explicitly. Fog nodes continually collect data from vehicles and smart traffic
lights. A publisher fog node is responsible for defining an event (topic) to which other fog nodes can
subscribe. The distribution of fog nodes at different localities, such as at a road intersection, helps meet
The demand for low-latency service.
Urban vehicle networks are an essential element in future intelligent transport systems. They
provide support for various mobile services, including information delivery services and content
sharing services. However, without effective communication and IT support, these services cannot
be put into practice in everyday life and remain in The design phase. Hou et al. [42] proposed a
new system, which expands The available resources and increases The achievable capacities using
vehicles as a communication and computing platform. They referred to this system as Vehicle Fog
Computing (VFC). They described four application scenarios in which moving vehicles and parked
vehicles are used as infrastructure. They presented an overview of The VFC paradigm’s potential
capabilities, which uses vehicles as infrastructure, and The open problems associated with it. Their
study demonstrated The benefits of VFC in increasing computational speeds and reducing delays
for applications with intensive computing requirements. In another study, Ning et al.’s proposed
architecture uses vehicular fog computing for distributed traffic management in real time [43]. At
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The center of each region of The city, a cloudlet component manages The messages uploaded by
vehicles. Data received from The vehicles are processed at The cloudlet layer, then delivered to
The cloud layer. Vehicles and roadside unit (RSU) devices in The wireless communication range of
vehicles form The fog layer. Moving vehicles and parked vehicles near RSUs form fog nodes. Data
sensed by vehicles can be uploaded to RSUs. By balancing The load between The cloudlet and fog
nodes, The architecture objective is to minimize The response time of The events collected and reported
by vehicles.
Moreover, Xiao et al. [44] proposed a VFC model, which involves deploying fog nodes on some
connected vehicles, such as taxis and self-driving buses. These mobile vehicular fog nodes provide
computation and communication capabilities to applications that require these resources on The go.
Static fog nodes at The edge of The network and mobile vehicular fog nodes provide on-demand
fog computing capabilities. Vehicular fog nodes locally process data (such as real-time video) sensed
by vehicles, and typically host applications with stringent latency and privacy requirements. If they
are overloaded or vehicles are not within The V2V communication range, their workload may be
offloaded to nearby cellular or vehicular fog nodes. Du et al. [45] highlighted The importance of IoV in
an autonomous platoon scenario, where sensing data are highly time sensitive and massively shared.
They proposed a new VFC architecture for autonomous driving vehicles that cooperate using their
sensing capabilities. The architecture simulates platoon vehicles as a vehicular fog where The lead
vehicle, with powerful sensing abilities, is The server, and The following vehicles are The fog nodes.
The authors stated that their simulation results showed that their proposed VFC architecture helped
achieve a 90% sensing coverage ratio in The platoon scenario.
In The context of electric vehicles, Belakaria et al. [46] addressed The computational and
charging problems that hinder The successful implementation of an "autonomous electric mobility on
demand" service (AEMoD). Their solution used a fog-based architecture to improve local management
operations, minimizing The expected response time (elapsed time from customer request to vehicle
dispatching) and ensuring an efficient charging strategy (finding a nearby charging station). Moreover,
Sun et al. [47] used fog computing to develop an energy trading system for Plug-in Hybrid Electric
Vehicles (PHEVs). Their solution promotes The balancing of The energy market based on a local
V2V energy trading architecture to reduce time costs and energy losses. Darwish et al. [48]
described The IoV environment, big data characteristics in ITS, and some real-time big data analytics
solutions. Furthermore, they discussed The opportunities and challenges in The IoV environment
concerning The implementation of fog-based solutions and real-time big data analysis. In addition,
The authors in [49] proposed a fog computing system that combines The computing capacity of
congested local vehicles and remote data centers to better meet The demand for vehicles in terms
of computational capabilities. Using an immigration–death model, they predicted a vehicular fog’s
potential computability and observed The relationship between computational capacity and vehicular
fog radius. In addition, they studied The statistical characteristics of computing capacity generated
by vehicular fogs across The city and observed their spatial distribution using visualization. Table 1
summarizes these afortementioned fog-based applications in transportation.
6.2. Fog Computing in Smart Healthcare
With The advent of cloud computing, many researchers investigated The use of cloud computing
to support The computational needs, data management, storage, and integration of healthcare systems.
Minh Dang et al. [50] studied how cloud computing, big data, ambient assisted living, and wearable
technologies could contribute to cloud-based health solutions’ sustainable development. Moreover,
they examined The issues of privacy and security in IoT, including potential threats, types of attacks,
and security configurations from a healthcare perspective, and highlighted The opportunities and
challenges for IoT-based healthcare solutions. Goli-Malekabadi et al. [2] studied The storage of
healthcare big data in The cloud and its retrieval. Their proposed data storage model relies on
Document-based Non-Structured Query Language (NoSQL) databases. They assessed their model’s
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effectiveness against The relational database model using some metrics such as data preparation,
query time, flexibility, and extensibility. Their results revealed that The proposed model showed
similar performance as SQL Server for “read” queries, and it outperformed it for “write” queries
in terms of data preparation, flexibility, and extensibility. M. Elhoseny et al. [51] proposed a model
for health service applications based on IoT cloud. The model aims to optimize The selection of
cloud virtual machines for use in data analysis. It implements three algorithms using Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), Parallel Particle Swarm Optimization (PPSO), and Genetic Algorithm (GA)
optimizers. The experiments they conducted with these optimizers revealed that The system efficiency,
in terms of real-time data retrieval, improved significantly by a factor of 5.2%. Moreover, several
authors surveyed The existing research works on cloud-based healthcare applications. Calabrese et
al. [52] reviewed a number of cloud-based applications in healthcare biomedicine and bioinformatics.
They highlighted The issues associated with using such applications for storing and analyzing
patient data with regard to privacy, security, confidentiality, and data integrity. Kundella et al. [53]
surveyed several works on cloud computing-based big data analytics for healthcare. They investigated
The different techniques and algorithms used in these works with regard to privacy and security, as
well as The different metrics used in big data analytics.
Table 1. Fog computing based transportation applications.
Application

Computing
Model
(Fog/Cloud)

Fog Nodes’ Role

Benefits

Parking service [39]

Fog

Collect data on The number
of vehicles looking for a
parking space

Providing drivers with
real-time information

Collect data on available
parking slots

Enhancing The prediction
of vacant parking lots

Transit services [40]

Fog

Sharing of IoV semantic
knowledge [41]

Fog
with Collect data from vehicles
Publish/subscribe and smart traffic lights

Providing
service

low-latency

Vehicles as infrastructure
for
computation
and
communication
(VFC)
[42–45]
Autonomous
platooning vehicles [45]

Fog/cloud
3-layer
architecture
[43]

Moving
and
parked
vehicles act as fog nodes

Increasing
speeds

computing

Sense road events and
upload data to RSUs

Decreasing delays for
applications with intensive
computations needs
Minimizing response time

Autonomous
vehicles [45]

Autonomous
vehicles

platooning

Support local processing of
sensed data
Host applications with
privacy requirements and
strict latency
Real-time processing of
traffic videos

driving

Autonomous
electric
mobility on demand [46]

Provide
up-to-date
information on The arrival
and departure of public
transit services such as
buses and trams.

Fog

Improve local management
operations

Minimizing response time
Ensuring
an
efficient
charging strategy
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Most surveys suggest that cloud computing may not be suitable for time-sensitive healthcare
applications such as remote patient monitoring applications, which require immediate actions from
physicians for unexpected situations. Transferring data to cloud servers for analysis and processing
and waiting for The results could not be tolerated in such circumstances. With The growing data
management capabilities of fog nodes, advanced analytics, including event processing and machine
learning, could be performed at The edge, improving network conditions and end-to-end latency.
Furthermore, by using fog services, health systems could have a dashboard providing real-time
information on medical equipment and patient conditions. Thus, remedial actions could be taken
before accidents or adverse conditions occur.
The potential benefits of edge and fog computing and The advancement made in artificial
intelligence and data analytics spurred many efforts to harness IoT, fog computing, cloud computing,
and data analytics in healthcare systems. Kraemer et al. [54] studied several health applications,
which they categorized by use case class and deployment scenario. Based on this categorization, they
concluded that several applications could benefit from The deployment of fog computing solutions
in health facilities. The majority of ubiquitous healthcare applications usually need to be running
somewhere between The physical infrastructure and The cloud. The authors provided an inventory of
application tasks with a description of where they could run in a fog/cloud architecture. Aazam et al.
[55] proposed Emergency Help Alert Mobile Cloud (E-HAMC) , an alert and emergency management
architecture that uses fog and cloud computing. The proposed infrastructure aims to address different
types of emergencies in a very simple and effective way. It is designed to optimize The emergency
notification process. Emergency data are communicated to fog nodes, which alert The emergency
response services and The victim’s family members. Fog computing is integrated into The system to
allow for The offloading of resource-intensive tasks and data pre-processing to fog nodes. The system’s
evaluation in a particular scenario showed that The overall delay obtained with fog computing was
about six times shorter than when The end node conveyed data directly to The cloud.
Fog-based solutions have been proposed for The classification of patients with infectious diseases.
For example, a fog-based mobile health system was proposed by Sareen et al. [56]. This system
stores personal Zika virus symptoms and risk zone information on fog servers distributed at different
locations in a risk area. Zika is one of The fastest spreading infectious viruses posing new threats to
public health around The world. The authors implemented a fuzzy k-nearest neighbor (FKNN)-based
classification system to classify users as uninfected or infected based on their Zika virus symptoms.
The cloud storage and processing component consists of different modules: data collection, information
protection, FKNN-based classification, geographic positioning system (GPS)-based risk assessment,
and health communication. The fog server is constantly capturing user data and mosquito sensor data,
so that any newly infected user or risk site is automatically identified. Singh et al. [57] proposed similar
work to classify dengue patients into three classes (infected, uninfected, and severely infected). Dengue
fever is a common viral disease transmitted by mosquitoes. The proposed architecture is a three-layer
architecture that relies on fog computing as The intermediate layer between The IoT infrastructure
and The cloud. The fog layer allows large amounts of dengue data to be stored after pre-processing.
The authors’ study found that The use of fog infrastructure resulted in reduced system latency and
improved response and execution times for patient classification without affecting accuracy.
As we mentioned earlier, fog computing is not a substitute for cloud computing. Several efforts
investigated The interoperability between cloud and fog computing in The context of healthcare
systems [58–60]. Abdelmoneem et al. [60] proposed a healthcare fog–cloud architecture to reduce
applications’ delays and costs and meet their time constraints. They stated that using their proposed
algorithms allows for dynamically distributing health tasks between fog nodes and cloud servers. Fog
nodes are in charge of executing computation tasks such as data analysis and context management.
The scheduling module formulates a mapping between tasks to be executed on fog nodes, represented
as a bipartite graph, and cloud servers. The task dispatcher module assigns scheduled tasks to fog
and cloud nodes. Paul et al. [58] presented a three-tier architecture for monitoring patient health
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using fog computing and cloud computing. The architecture consists of The sensor infrastructure,
fog computing resources, and cloud computing servers. The fog tier aggregates data received from
edge devices. Then, it assigns processing and data analysis tasks to fog nodes and edge devices
using a task-scheduling algorithm. Kumari et al. [59] also proposed a fog computing-based three-tier
architecture to help caregivers, clinics, and hospitals offer smart health services to their patients.
The architecture consists of a medical devices layer, a fog computing layer, and a cloud computing
layer. It allows for The implementation of different operations in healthcare providers’ data pipeline.
These operations include data collection from medical devices, data processing and analysis in fog
resources, and big data analytics on cloud servers.
Table 2 summarizes The above fog-based applications in healthcare and Figure 5 shows The typical
components of our proposed fog–cloud-based architecture for healthcare. Several fog nodes can be
deployed at various health facilities in a city. They can even be deployed in ambulances to handle
emergency situations.
Table 2. Fog computing-based healthcare applications.
Application

Computing
Model
(Fog/Cloud)

Fog Nodes’ Role

Benefits

Alert
and
emergency
management
architecture [55]

Fog/cloud

Optimize The emergency
notification process

Overall delay reduced
six times compared to a
cloud-only solution

Alert emergency services
and The victim’s family
members
Offload resource-intensive
tasks
Mobile
system [56,57]

health

Monitoring of patients
suffering from chronic
diseases and other health
service [58,59]

Fog/Cloud

Capture user and mosquito
sensor data

Quick identification of any
newly infected user or risk
site.

Fuzzy k-nearest
neighbor
(FKNN) based
classification
model [57]

Provide data storage and
pre-processing

Reduced system latency.
Improved response and
execution times.

Fog/cloud

Aggregate and analyze data
collected by edge devices

Increasing The efficiency of
The entire system

Distribute processing tasks
to edge devices
Manage data pipeline from
data acquisition to data
analytics on The cloud
Dynamic distribution and
scheduling of health tasks
[60]

Fog/cloud

Perform
computations
tasks (data analysis, context
management,
critical
control)

Reduce application delays
and costs and meet their
time constraints
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XaaS
Cloud provider A

XaaS

XaaS
Cloud provider C

Cloud provider B

ECG signal processing
Image processing

Fog
Computing

Real-time monitoring
Alerting
Real-time analytics

Edge
Computing
Edge gateway

Edge gateway

Edge gateway

Communication protocols
and technologies

Sensors &
Actuators

Environmental sensors

Biosensors

Motion sensors

Figure 5. Fog–cloud-based architecture for healthcare.

6.3. Fog Computing in Smart Grid Architectures
The transformation of cities into smart cities depends mostly on their ability to modernize
their power grids through The deployment of smart grids and their efficient management, which
will allow for The integration of renewable energies and The production of clean energy close to
needs. The smart grid represents a promising technology for integrating green energy resources into
The power distribution system, controlling energy use and balancing The energy load. Smart grids
rely on smart meters and devices to ensure bi-directional information flows in The power grid to
manage and monitor electricity consumption. These devices produce massive amounts of data that
smart grids need to harness to enable utilities to offer new pricing schemes that can increase energy
efficiency and generate a more reliable power supply through improved power failure management.
Improvements to The city power grid would also enable better integration of new technologies such as
electric vehicles, which could serve as energy storage in emergencies, creating many opportunities for
urban areas. Future prospects would include zero-emission transportation throughout The city.
Many scholars investigated The use of cloud computing to support The computational needs,
information management, storage, and integration of smart grids [61–67]. S. Bera et al. [61] surveyed
existing smart grids’ cloud-based applications, dealing with The three issues of energy management,
information management, and security. They discussed The benefits of cloud computing applications to
cope with these issues, and they provided insights into future opportunities for smart grid development.
They also highlighted challenges that conventional power grids face that cloud-based solutions can
solve. Furthermore, they overviewed The current state of research on smart grids and identified current
challenges in cloud-based energy management, smart grid security, and information management.
Fang et al. [62] described The benefits and opportunities of smart grid data management in The cloud.
Moreover, they proposed a model linking The smart grid domain to The cloud computing domain and
presented motivating applications.
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Real-time data management and processing is one of The pressing issues for smart grids. A
number of efforts investigated this concern in The context of The cloud [66–68]. Birman et al. [67]
studied The requirements for deploying smart grid applications on cloud servers. They found that
many promising energy management applications require scalability of The kind only cloud computing
can provide. However, these applications also include additional requirements such as support for
scalable real-time services, support for consistent and fault-tolerant services, and privacy protection.
Cloud computing would not currently support these requirements. The authors in [66] proposed a
cloud-based model for smart grid data management to meet The near real-time information retrieval
needs of various energy market players. The distributed data management and parallel processing
schemes are highly specialized in time series, which is The typical type of data generated by a smart
grid. Therefore, a smart grid DaaS provider would provide its data management and processing
services to any party with a legitimate interest in providing reusable services such as data collection,
validation and cleansing, analysis, and data archiving. Simmhan et al. [68] investigated The issue of
smart grid big data analytics in The cloud. They described a cloud-based platform for data-driven
analytics to respond to dynamic consumer demand (D2R optimization), detecting The supply–demand
mismatch, and preemptively correcting it. The platform ingests real-time data and uses a semantic data
integration pipeline and scalable machine-learning models trained over massive historical datasets
to predict The energy demand. The data pipeline relies on a private cloud infrastructure to ensure
on-demand resource elasticity and to visualize current and historical energy consumption patterns.
The authors used public cloud platforms, which provide powerful computing resources for analytics
and reliable data hosting solutions suitable for distributed access. Private clouds offer The advantage
of providing physical data security, but hardware management remains a concern. They are essential
when data transfer latency is a concern. As they are expected to be generated by smart city grids,
multi-terabyte data sets would favor private clouds due to The high costs of transferring and storing
data in public clouds.
These studies show The need for fog–cloud-based platforms for smart grids, which are highly
reliable and can ensure The efficient management of resources to support consumer and business
operations. The last few years witnessed a growing trend in using fog computing in smart grids to
address several of The concerns involved when The smart grid relies only on cloud servers for data
storage and analysis [69–74]. Okay et al. [74] examined The cloud-based smart grid architectures’
current state and highlighted The motivation to adopt fog computing as a technology catalyst
for real-time smart grid analysis. They proposed a three-tier fog-based solution for a smart grid
and described a use case scenario for The proposed model. Hussain et al. [72] also proposed a
three-layer fog computing based smart grid framework. They characterized its features with regard to
The integration of a massive number of IoT devices. Their evaluation of The framework on real-world
parameters showed that for a network with approximately 50% time-critical applications, The overall
service latency obtained using fog computing is nearly half that obtained when using a cloud-only
solution. They also found that fog computing reduces The generic cloud computing model’s aggregated
power consumption by more than 44%. Zahoor et al. [71] investigated resource management in smart
grids and proposed a fog–cloud-based model. They used five load-balancing techniques to evaluate its
performance enhancement over a cloud computing model. These five algorithms are Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Artificial Bee Colony (ABC), Round-Robin,
and Throttled. Furthermore, The authors proposed a hybrid approach, which combines ABC and ACO.
The results of their simulations revealed that their technique outperformed The other techniques.
Figure 6 depicts The typical components of a fog–cloud-based platform for smart grids. Several
fog nodes can be deployed at various city facilities, including power generation facilities, transmission
and distribution stations, and near power consumers (smart buildings and offices, smart homes,
and manufacturing factories).
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Figure 6. A fog–cloud-based architecture for smart grids.

7. Toward a Fog-Based Real-Time Big Data Pipeline
7.1. Building a Smart City Data Pipeline
Smart city analyses typically implement a data pipeline by connecting one task’s output to another
one’s input. Large-scale real-time data analysis would require The deployment of a fog-based data
pipeline. Currently, Hadoop [36,37] is The cloud-based big data analytics platform widely used by
The big data community. With Hadoop, computation-intensive and data-intensive analytics dispatch
tasks to multiple nodes for execution. A real-time big data pipeline for smart cities should have
essential characteristics to meet city stakeholders’ diverse demands. Therefore, a fog-based big data
pipeline system for smart cities must have The following features:
•

•
•
•
•

Scalable messaging system: The pipeline system should have a robust and scalable distributed
messaging system such as Apache Kafka [21,22] to cope with The vast volume and high velocity
of IoT data streams originating from The city systems.
Data storage: The system should have enough storage capacity to allow performing data analytics
using a robust big data platform like Apache Hadoop.
Machine learning libraries: The system should support various machine learning libraries such as
Tensorflow [24], Keras [75], Apache Spark MLib [76,77] to perform predictive analytics.
Backend store: The analytics output should be stored in some flexible database. A NoSQL
database would be preferred.
Dashboard and visualization tools: The system should have supporting reporting and
visualization tools.
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Building a fog-based data pipeline for a smart city is a process with five phases: data ingestion,
data pre-processing, data processing and analytics, visualization and reporting, and decision making
(see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Phases of a smart city data pipeline.

7.1.1. Data Ingestion
This phase concerns The acquisition of data streams from various sensors and devices deployed
in smart city facilities. These data streams can be in various data formats such as Extensible Markup
Language (XML), JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), and text and can be stored in traditional relational
database management system (RDBMS) data repositories or NoSQL databases. Additionally, to enable
data persistence and consumption by multiple applications, publish–subscribe messaging systems like
Apache Kafka must be supported.
7.1.2. Data Preprocessing at The Edge
In this phase, The fusion of data received from various devices and sensors in smart city facilities
could use well-known data integration approaches, including data propagation, data consolidation,
data federation, and semantic data integration [78]. Edge gateways typically carry out this data fusion
task. Data propagation is The transmission of collected data from data sources to target servers. Data
consolidation is The process of integrating data received from multiple data sources and persistently
storing it in a single data store. Semantic data integration involves controlled vocabularies, which
require standardized terminologies to represent data elements in data repositories. Examples of
controlled vocabularies are The various ontologies developed for smart cities [79–81]. Data federation
uses specialized software to give users a single logical view that allows them to access and query data
stored in one or more data stores.
7.1.3. Data Streams Processing and Analytics
The processing of data streams would primarily use streaming processing engines like Apache
Flume [82], Apache Flink [83,84], Apache Storm [85], Amazon Kinesis [86], and Apache Spark
Streaming [87]. These streaming engines typically support many machine learning libraries like
Tensorflow [24], Keras [75], PyTorch [88], Scikit-learn [89], and many more to make sense of
unstructured data. The results of The data processing phase would significantly impact The smart
city’s decisions and actions. Fei et al. [90] studied The different machine learning techniques used
by several cyber–physical systems to analyze their data streams. The study, which focused more
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specifically on The temporal complexity perspective, provided information and recommendations on
how cloud and fog-based architectures should use machine learning techniques.
7.1.4. Reporting and Visualization
This phase summarizes The results obtained from The processing and analysis of The data and
presents them in a format accessible to users using visualization techniques. One of The regularly used
presentation interfaces is The visual dashboard. It aggregates information from multiple sources and
displays it to The user in graphical form. Business visualization tools include Public Tableau [91] and
Qlik Sense Desktop [92], among others.
7.1.5. Decision Making
The provision of smart services in smart cities is a process of continuous change. City stakeholders
need to take an iterative approach to applying new technologies such as IoT. The approach is to
continually assess The needs of cities, use appropriate technologies, collect data and analyze them to
assess The impacts of technology applications, and make appropriate and well-informed decisions.
7.2. Implementation Scenario
As we have discussed earlier, The fog node’s data processing components would typically include
a data ingestion platform, a scalable messaging system, a data stream processing engine, and sufficient
storage capacity. Apache Nifi [93], which automates The transfer of data between disparate systems,
would allow The ingestion of data from different sources. It provides real-time control that makes it
easy to manage data movement between all sources and destinations. It is data source agnostic and
supports disparate and distributed sources of diverse formats, schemas, and protocols. Over The last
decade, many publish–subscribe messaging systems have been developed. ActiveMQ [94], RabbitMQ
[95], and Kafka are The most popular ones to date. They support several protocols including Advanced
Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP), Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) to exchange data
with edge gateways. Apache Kafka’s popularity is growing due to its advanced features for handling
multiple data streams efficiently and scalably. Several real-time applications, such as social media
analytics, telemetry from connected devices, network monitoring, clickstream analysis, and financial
analytics and alerts, have successfully used Kafka. Many data processing engines like Apache Storm,
Apache Flink, Apache Spark, Google Cloud Dataflow [96], and AWS IoT [97] can integrate well with
Apache Kafka.
Figure 8 illustrates The software components required to implement data stream processing in a
fog node effectively. They include Apache Nifi for data ingestion, a Kafka cluster with multiple topics,
a Storm topology for data processing, and a NoSQL database like Cassandra [98] or MongoDB [99] and
query tools Apache Drill [100], and visualization and monitoring dashboards. Apache Kafka is typically
deployed and executed on a cluster of one or several brokers (also called servers). It can immutably
store messages received from multiple data sources, called producers, in topics or queues. The topics
are organized into multiple partitions replicated to all clusters’ brokers to guarantee fault tolerance.
Each partition stores incoming events or messages, with an index and a timestamp. Consumers, which
can be different applications, can then query The messages stored in Kafka partitions. Apache Storm is
an open-source real-time data processing engine designed to accept tons of high-speed incoming data,
possibly from multiple sources, for analysis and for publishing real-time updates to a user interface
or application without storing actual data. Apache Storm relies on Apache Zookeeper, which is an
open-source platform for cluster state management. A Storm application for real-time data processing
is typically designed and implemented as a directed acyclic graph workflow with spouts and bolts
forming The graph’s vertices. A storm workflow is called a topology. Topology edges, called streams,
carry data from one vertex of The workflow to another. Thus, a data stream retrieved by a spout from
a data source is routed to various bolts where The data are filtered, aggregated, analyzed, and then
sent to a user interface such as a dashboard or other application. Apache Storm is highly scalable
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and offers job processing guarantees. It can process more than a million tuples per second per node.
Furthermore, it integrates very well with Apache Kafka to read and write data from Kafka topics using
KafkaSpout and KafkaBolt.

Figure 8. Data processing at The fog.

These software tools are not specific to fog computing solutions, but they are deployed
by most public cloud providers such as Amazon AWS, Google Cloud, and Microsoft Azure to
support large-scale data processing. They have also been used or suggested in many fog-based
solutions [101–103].
We are at The early phases of implementing a fog node prototype to carry out data analytics at
The edge using ThingsBoard IoT Gateway [104], an open-source IoT platform for The rapid ingestion
of IoT data, a Kafka cluster and Apache Storm for data analytics. ThingsBoard provides a Kafka
plugin to send messages to The Kafka cluster triggered by specific rules. Its web interface allows
The user to describe organization assets, such as buildings or equipment, and their IoT devices,
and its rule–chain interface allows for The specification of actions to be taken for input events such as
telemetry measurements. ThingsBoard provides a generator to emulate temperature readings from a
thermometer, which are then conveyed to The Kafka plugin.
8. Challenges and Open Research Issues
Today, smart cities use an array of smart sensors, edge devices, edge gateways, and fog nodes
to collect urban real-time data for real-time decision making and insights. As in other distributed
computing paradigms, several challenges must be overcome in The edge and fog computing ecosystem
to enable smart city end users, service providers, and infrastructure providers to leverage The services
provided by edge and fog servers. Four of The significant challenges and open research issues are
security, privacy, interoperability, and characterizing smart city applications.
8.1. Security and Privacy
As we mentioned earlier in Section 2.2, edge computing and fog computing dramatically reduce
The transfer of data to data centers outside The control of The organization. Analyzing sensitive data
on a local gateway or fog node can deeply improve The privacy of The data. However, vulnerabilities
come from The limited computing power of IoT devices, as well as hardware design flaws and
firmware update constraints. Furthermore, edge and fog systems employ various network components
to interconnect IoT devices, storage and computing devices, making them potential targets for
various kinds of attacks. Network monitoring solutions can help detect anomalies and security
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vulnerabilities [105]. These inconsistencies can provide hackers with an easy entry point into an edge
or fog network. Therefore, The security of fog-based solutions should be enhanced at The network
level. The network edge might be The place to insert security patches between vulnerable devices and
The other components of The network.
Security challenges in fog computing can manifest themselves at three levels: edge and fog
network infrastructures, fog nodes, and device level. An increasing number of efforts are aimed at
solving security and privacy concerns in edge- and fog-based systems. For example, Roman et al.
[106] provided a detailed analysis of security threats that can hamper The network infrastructure,
user devices, edge data center, and virtualization infrastructure. They listed eight potential security
challenges and described how existing solutions could address those challenges. Ni et al. [107]
analyzed The security and privacy challenges in fog computing. They reviewed existing solutions and
approaches and described general perspectives on security and privacy issues in fog-assisted systems.
Tariq et al. [108] discussed The security requirements of fog-assisted systems in smart healthcare and
smart grids. They described fog computing’s security challenges and The trust and privacy issues
surrounding big data in these fog-assisted systems. Furthermore, they discussed The potential of
blockchain technology to address many of these security concerns. In [109], The authors proposed
a solution for reliable smart city service delivery at The edge, which utilizes collaboration between
edge servers and privacy mediation nodes and an intrusion detection system to improve The security,
reliability, and availability of smart city applications.
8.2. Interoperability
Interoperability in fog-assisted systems is another major challenge that these systems need to
overcome. Several concerns arise from The absence of interoperability between deployed equipment
and devices. These concerns are:
•

•
•
•
•

Difficulty integrating and deploying devices and equipment made by different manufacturers,
having different types of connectors, using different data formats and supporting different
communication protocols.
A lack of common monitoring platforms to monitor these devices,
A lack of common interfaces to pull and push information from/to these devices,
A lack of common techniques and approaches for testing The Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) of these devices,
Difficulty in using security software offered by third parties to secure devices.

Currently, non-interoperability in IoT is addressed with The deployment of intermediary
components, supporting multiple protocols, to resolve The above issues. An intermediary component,
such as An IoT gateway, typically performs several critical functions from translating protocols
to aggregating, filtering, encrypting, processing, and managing data. Several efforts investigated
The issue of IoT interoperability and proposed intelligent edge gateways [110–113]. Morabito
et al. [112] presented a lightweight edge gateway for IoT (LEGIoT) architecture, which uses
microservices and thin virtualization technologies to ensure an extensible and flexible solution. By
using The socket-proxy framework and container-based virtualization, their solution aims to make edge
gateways suitable for various IoT protocols/applications. It also aims to allow optimized management
of resources while taking into account their needs in terms of energy efficiency, multi-location,
and interoperability. Tuli et al. [113] proposed a blockchain-based framework for edge and fog
computing called FogBus, where The main components are Fog Gateway Nodes (FGNs). FogBus
provides front-end interfaces to users to perform several operations such as accessing back-end services,
managing IoT devices, and requesting resources through FGNs, which filter data from different sources,
aggregate them, and organize them into a standard format. They forward data to other computation
instances in The environment in The case of large processing requirements and exchange data with
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fog nodes using The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) or The Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP).
8.3. Characterizing and Mapping Smart City Applications
Applications have diverse requirements. Some of them have low data rates and/or low latency
requirements, while others like medical imaging or video surveillance have very high data rates.
Therefore, IoT applications need to be characterized to determine The key issues in mapping them to
an edge device, fog, and cloud hierarchy; then, allocation and scheduling algorithms need to be created
to map workloads on top of The edge, fog, and cloud systems [114]. Furthermore, user and vehicle
mobility are scenarios that need to be characterized to allocate required resources in The edge–cloud
continuum [115,116]. Mobility may involve moving The state of an application from one service to
another or moving an entire application and its dependencies [117].
Smart city services are typically composed and executed as dependent task workflows. These
composite services often experience delays if they rely on cloud solutions. In [118], The authors
proposed personalized multimedia services delivery by composing service-specific overlays (SSOs)
to take advantage of mobile edge computing’s recent advancements. They presented a workflow
network-based approach to mobile edge nodes’ cooperation in a fog–cloud hierarchy to form
guaranteed SSOs.
9. Conclusions
Over The past few years, many smart cities have slowly moved from in-house IT infrastructure
to utility-delivered computing over The Internet. Here, we reviewed edge and fog computing and
described how smart cities could benefit from them. Edge and fog computing hold great promise
in effectively solving big data storage problems and rapid data analysis to react quickly to various
events in a city that require immediate decision making and action. We reviewed The existing
literature on fog computing-based solutions in three crucial smart city areas: Intelligent Transportation
Systems, healthcare, and smart grids. A smart city data pipeline should use high-speed data transfer
technologies and integrate data streams and software processing tools to help smart cities develop
time-sensitive applications. We propose a fog-based data pipeline for IoT data management and
processing in a smart city. Data processing and analytics need to rely on robust and highly scalable
messaging systems, powerful software engines for data stream processing, and scalable data storage
solutions. Security, privacy, interoperability, and characterizing and mapping of smart city applications
to devices in The edge/cloud continuum remain The main open research issues and challenges that
need to be addressed to deploy fog-based solutions in smart cities successfully. We highlighted some
of The efforts towards addressing these challenges.
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